Abstract. We consider a G-network with Poisson flow of positive customers. Each positive customer entering the network is characterized by a set of stochastic parameters: customer route, the length of customer route, customer volume and his service length at each route stage as well. The following node types are considered: (0) an exponential node with cn servers, infinite buffer and FIFO discipline; (1) an infinite-server node; (2) a single-server node with infinite buffer and LIFO PR discipline; (3) a single-server node with infinite buffer and PS discipline. Negative customers arriving at each node also form a Poisson flow. A negative customer entering a node with k customers in service, with probability 1/k chooses one of served positive customer as a "target". Then, if the node is of a type 0 the negative customer immediately "kills" (displaces from the network) the target customer, and if the node is of types 1-3 the negative customer with given probability depending on parameters of the target customer route kills this customer and with complementary probability he quits the network with no service. A product form for the stationary probabilities of underlying Markov process is obtained.
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Introduction
Queueing networks are widely used for analytical modelling of computer communication networks [1, 2, 24, 31, 34, 36] . A central place in queueing network theory belongs to networks admitting product form of the joint stationary distribution of the number of customers at nodes which we call "multiplicative networks". The theory of multiplicative networks takes its origin from the results of Jackson [29, 30] where the solution for an exponential network with nodes of infinite capacity was expressed in a product form for the first time ever. Subsequent weighty contributions to multiplicative network theory were stimulated by the publication formulating the so-called BCMP theorem [3] , see also monographs such as [2, 24, 25] , that gives a product solution for a larger class of open networks that are the generalization of the Jackson network. The necessary conditions for a Jackson network to be multiplicative are that all its input flows are Poisson and distributions of customer service times are exponential. For BCMP-networks, the second constraint may not always hold, but then the service disciplines at nodes must be of special types. Subsequent developments in the theory of multiplicative networks resulted from different types of generalizations of the Jackson and BCMP-networks concerned with, for example, the dependence of input flows on the number of customers in a network, dependence of probabilities of transitions between network nodes on the state of these nodes, bypassing of nodes, etc. [1, 2, 33, 35] . A large body of literature exists on approximate methods of decomposition of queueing network models (see, for example, [1, 24, 25, 32, 36] ).
An absolutely new class of open networks generalizing the Jackson and BCMPnetworks and admitting product solution was introduced by Gelenbe [10] [11] [12] [13] , initially motivated by neural networks and associative memory [5] . These networks contain, along with usual (positive) customers, additional Poisson flows of negative customers [8, 21] . A negative customer differs from a positive customer in that upon arrival at a network node he kills a positive customer if there is any at this node, thereby reducing the number of positive customers at the node by one. Thereafter the negative customer quits the network, getting no service. Such a network is called the G-network.
The investigation of G-networks has started relatively recently with the first papers of Gelenbe on this topic appearing in 1989. In later publications of Gelenbe and other authors extended most of the results obtained for Jackson and BCMPnetworks and their generalizations to G-networks [9, 14, 15, 18, 20, 23, 26] , including batch destruction of normal customers by negative customers, multiple customer classes, and new types of "signals" such as the ability of negative customers to move normal customers to other queues without destroying them, and reset customers. The link with neural networks was also further developed by Gelenbe [16, 17, 19, 22] . Many instances of applications were also presented including [6, 7, 27, 28] .
In the present work we give an extension of multiplicative theory for a class of non-traditional BCMP-networks with negative customers. In these extended Gnetworks, a customer is characterized by a set of stochastic parameters: customer route, the length of customer route, customer volume and his service length at each route stage as well. Such open networks were analysed in [4, 36] where product solution for network nodes of BCMP type was obtained. Thus the present paper generalizes the results of [4] for the case when negative customers are also taken into consideration.
Network description
We consider an open queueing network with M nodes and a finite set M of node types. Each node s, s = 1, M, can be any of the following types:
(0) exponential multi-server with infinite buffer capacity and FCFS discipline (note that the theorem below can be easily extended to exponential nodes with random choice of customers for service from the queue);
(1) infinite-server; (2) single-server with infinite buffer and LIFO discipline with interruption and resumption; (3) single-server with infinite buffer and processor sharing (PS) discipline. We denote by M i the set of nodes of type i, i = 0, 3, and by c s the number of servers in sth (exponential) node.
A Poisson flow of (usual, positive) customers of intensity λ enters the network. Each customer arriving at the network is characterized by a set of random variables (L, R, Y , X) which depend neither on analogous random variables for other customers nor on network history, where:
-L is a customer route random length, i.e. the number of stages at which he will be served; -R = (R 1 , . . . , R L ) is a random route comprising an assembly of node numbers (nodes of the same number at different stages are allowed) the customer subsequently passes at all L stages; -Y = (Y 1 , . . . , Y L ) are customer random volumes at route stages the customer subsequently passes (generally speaking, these volumes are different at different stages); -X = (X 1 , . . . , X L ) are customer random service lengths at the route stages this customer subsequently passes (service lengths, generally speaking, are different at different stages as well). Note that if the customer is being served at a node of type 2 or 3, then the service length at each stage coincides with the service time which he would be served if he would stay at that node alone. The customer volume Y can have a real physical meaning as, for instance, a memory volume which is required for message allocation, or it can be interpreted differently. For instance, it can be used to expose customers' types; in this case the network under consideration can be interpreted as a network with continual message set.
It is only natural that under this network description the volume Y n and the length X n define a customer being served at node R n . Let us recall that the routes R where the numbers R n can be repeated are allowed, i.e. a customer can be served at the same node s for the several times but with different service lengths.
Stochastic characteristics of a random variable (L, R, Y , X) are given by the joint probability distribution function (PDF)
the joint PDF of the route R of the length L and with customer volumes Y at the route stages, by
the conditional joint PDF of the customer service lengths X at the route stages under a fixed route R = r of the length L = l and volumes Y = y, and by
the conditional PDF of the customer service length X n at the nth stage (at a node with number R n = r n ) under a fixed route R = r of the length L = l and volumes Y = y.
We shall make the following assumptions on the functions introduced above. A 1.1. Service lengths are conditionally independent along the route, i.e. the conditional PDF B( x | l, r, y) has the form
A 1.2. Each exponential node s is a c s -server queueing system with infinite buffer capacity and service intensity for all customers at each server is equal to µ s . So, if r n = s ∈ M 0 , i.e. at an nth route stage there is a customer being served at node s of type 0, then
In other words, service length X n at node R n = s of the type 0 depends on neither the route R, nor any of the the volumes Y k (including the volume Y n ) and has exponential PDF with parameter µ s . We shall make an additional technical assumptions on the functions introduced above, which could be easily neglected if we interpret derivatives as generalized ones. Namely, we suppose that the PDF G(l, r, y) and B n (x | l, r, y) are absolutely continuous, and denote by g(l, r, y) and b n (x | l, r, y), respectively, their densities,
Besides of the flow of positive customers described above, negative customers arrive at the network. These flows are defined in the following way. A 2.1. The flows arriving at different nodes are independent. A 2.2. A customer flow arriving at node s of type 2 or 3 is Poisson one of intensity γ s . A 2.3. A customer flow arriving at node s of either type 0 or 1 is a Markov one with intensity γ s (n) depending (only) on the number n of busy servers at this node in the following way: γ s (n) = nγ s . A 2.4. A negative customer arriving at a node s with k positive customers in service at this node (if this node is of type 0 then k is the number of busy servers, if this node is of the type 1 or 3, then k is the total number of positive customers at the node, if it is of type 2, then k = 1), with the same probability 1/k chooses one of positive customers being served. After this, if the node is of the type 0 the negative customer immediately "kills" (displaces from the network) the chosen positive customer. If the node s is of any other type then the negative customer either with probability ω n (x | l, r, y) kills (here and in what follows we shall omit the quotation marks) the chosen positive customer or with the complementary probability 1 − ω n (x | l, r, y) quits the network without inducing any action. Here (l, r, y) are the parameters of the chosen positive customer, defined earlier: n is the number of route stage in which this customer is served (it is only natural that r n = s) and x is the elaborated (serviced) customer length. The negative and killed customers quit the network and do not return there ever. If at the moment of a negative customer's arrival into some node there is no positive customer there, then the negative customer quits the network without inducing any action.
Auxiliary functions
First we introduce for n = 1, l auxiliary functions ω n (l, r, y), F n (x | l, r, y) and B * n (x | l, r, y), defined for a positive customer with parameters (l, r, y) in the following way (in what follows for any PDF F (x) we shall use the notation
If r n is a node of any of the types 1-3, then these functions are given by the formulae
Similar functions for the node r n of the type 0 have the form
Let us set
As we shall see later these functions have a very transparent physical meaning.
is the probability that a positive customer with parameters (l, r, y), not killed until the nth stage and having an infinite service length at the nth stage (at node r n ) will be killed at this stage during the time less than x.
ω n (l, r, y) is the probability that a positive customer with parameters (l, r, y), not killed until the nth stage, will not be killed at this stage (at node r n ). ω * n (l, r, y) is the probability that a positive customer with parameters (l, r, y) will not be killed until the nth stage. B * n (x | l, r, y) is the conditional probability that a positive customer with parameters (l, r, y) will be served (will stay at the server until the moment when either his service is completed or he is killed) at nth stage (at node r n ) the time less than x provided that he will not be killed until the nth stage.
m n (l, r, y) is the mean service time (sojourn at the server) of a positive customer with parameters (l, r, y) at nth stage (at node r n ), not killed until the nth stage.
It is only natural that for the nodes of types 2 and 3 the last two characteristics are defined under the condition that there exist no other customers at these nodes.
Let us set for the sth node
where δ j is the Kronecker symbol. For the sake of brevity we shall use the notation
Note that ρ s is the traffic intensity at the sth node.
Let us suppose that for all nodes s
The last condition means that the total flow intensity λ s of positive customers arriving at node s is finite. Note that for non-exponential nodes this condition does not follow from the condition that the traffic intensity of these nodes is finite too (the latter condition will be given below). And finally, for the sake of brevity we denote by β
, the intensities of departure of positive customer with parameters (l, r, y) from the server at the nth route stage (at node s = r n ) owing to the service completion and owing to the killing by a negative customer respectively. These intensities are defined by the formulae:
for nodes of the types 1-3
and for nodes of type 0 β
Markov process
Let us now define the Markov process describing the stochastic behaviour of the network under consideration.
We shall denote a network state by an assembly z = ( z 1 , . . . , z M ), where the assembly z s = (k s , z s1 , . . . , z sks ), s = 1, M, in turn, describes the state of the sth node in the following way: k s is the number of customer at the sth node and the assembly z si , s = 1, M, i = 1, k s , with components z si = (l si , r si , y si , n si , x si ) stores the information (l si , r si , y si ) on the ith customer at the sth node, and his position (n si , x si ) in the network: -l si is the route length; -r si = (r si1 , . . . , r silsi ) is the route; -y si = (y si1 , . . . , y silsi ) are customer volumes at route stages; -n si is the route stage number, the customer is passing (while being serviced or waiting for service); clearly that n si ≤ l si ; -x si is the customer length already serviced at a given stage.
Evidently that due to the notations introduced above, we have r sinsi = s. It is also clear that the vector z s = 0 if k s = 0, i.e. when there are no customers at the sth node, and the vector z = 0 = (0, . . . , 0) in the case, when there are no customers in the network at all. Moreover we shall consider that the coordinates x si are not defined for exponential nodes, i.e. when s ∈ M 0 (the length already serviced at this stage is not taken into consideration), although, like as before, for the sake of uniformity we shall preserve the argument x si .
In what follows we will accept the following rule of numbering of customers in the nodes. For the nodes of type 0 the numbers are assigned to the customers in the order of their arrivals at the nodes, for the nodes of types 1 or 3, the numbers are assigned randomly, and for the nodes of type 2, in the inverse order to their arrivals at the nodes.
We denote by Z = { z} the state space of the network. The behaviour of the network can be described by a Markov process { z(t), t ≥ 0} with the state space Z. So Z(t) = z, if at the instant t the network is in the state z.
Product form solution
In this section we will prove the theorem on the multiplicative representation of the stationary probabilities of states for the Markov process under consideration.
The stationary probability density of states of the process z(t) will be denoted by p( z). In the text below, we shall show in an explicit way the existence of this probability density under the natural constraints on the network traffic imposed above. (7), then there exists a limit (stationary) probability state distribution of the process z(t) with probability distribution density
thereby: for a node s of the type 0
where
for a node s of the type 1
for a node s of the type 2 or 3
Proof. It can be easily seen that the Markov process z(t) is regular and Harris positively recurrent because the state 0 is a positively recurrent atom for this process. Therefore to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that the function p( z), defined by theorem assertions satisfies the system of equations for the stationary density of states of the process z(t), which we shall call the system of equilibrium equations by analogy with the discrete case. For the system of equilibrium equations we introduce the following notations. Let the network be in the state z. Then v si ( z) identifies the service rate of the ith customer staying in the node s, i.e.
if the ith customer is served in a node s of the type 1 or if the ith customer engages the server in a node s of type 0 or 2; 1/k s , if the ith customer is served in the node s of the type 3 (in which other k s − 1 customers are also being served); 0, if the ith customer remains in the queue at the node s of type 0 or 2,
and µ
are the output intensities from the state z owing, respectively, to the service completion or killing of an ith customer at the node s.
Moreover, for s ∈ M 1 ∪ M 2 ∪ M 3 , k > 0, and i = 1, k let us set
The function u si (k) is the probability that to a customer, arriving at a nonexponential node s with k − 1 customers also staying there, is assigned a number i.
Since for different states of the set Z of the process Z(t), the equilibrium equations will be different we divide the set Z into two subsets of states. We assign all states with x si > 0 for all (s, i) they are defined (i.e. for all s ∈ M \ M 0 ) to the first subset. Such states will be called inner states. It is obvious that an inner state is a state in which all the customers residing in the nodes of the types 1-3 have already received service for at least some time. The remaining states will be assigned to the second subset and called boundary states.
Let us start with inner states, and assign each inner state z ∈ Z a set of states Z( z) to. The states from of the setZ( z) will be called the states preceding the state z. The reason why we introduce the preceding states is that the direct transition into the state z is only possible from these states.
In turn, all states preceding an inner state z, will be divided into 4 classes. Each class will be associated to a certain transition into the state z.
The first class Z
, is a set of network states from which a transition to the state z is possible owing to the exit of a customer from the network after the completion of his service (at the route's last node) and contains only the states z + ( z, s, i, l, r, y, x) of the form
) and
and (l, r, y, x) are the parameters of the completely served customer which departs from the ith place at the sth node, which can take any (possible) values. The second subclass Z + ( z) = { z + ( z, s, i, r, y, x)}, is a set of network states from which a transition to the state z is possible owing to the exit of a customer from the network after his killing at the ith place at the nth route's stage node and contains only the states z + ( z, s, i, l, r, y, n, x) of the form
and parameters (l, r, y, n, x) can take any possible values.
The remaining 3 classes of preceding states are not empty only for the networks which have any non-exponential nodes.
Let s ∈ M 0 and z be such a state that k s > 0. We also suppose that n sks = 1. Let us denote by z − ( z, s) the state
. . , z s,ks−1 ). The states of the set Z − 1 ( z) will be called the states preceding the state z. We also denote the set of such nodes s for which the states z − ( z, s) are defined by S 1 ( z). Evidently, the class Z − 1 ( z) contains the states from which a transition into the state z is possible owing to the arrival of a new customer at an exponential network node, and the set S 1 ( z) contains exponential nodes in which, while the network is in state z, a customer just arrived at the network is placed into the last position in the queue.
The class Z − 2 ( z) is associated to the preceding states from which a transition into the state z is performed owing to the service completion of a customer in an exponential node and his arrival to another exponential node (at the last place), and contains disjoint subclasses Z − 2 ( z, s) defined in the following way. Let s ∈ M 0 and z be such a state that k s > 0. We also suppose that n sks > 1 and r s,ks,
(it is only natural that s can precede to s and even coincide with s , if a customer from the sth node arrives again at the sth node), where
. . , z s,ks−1 ). We shall denote by S 2 ( z) the set of nodes for which subclasses Z 
. . , z s,ks−1 ). We shall denote by S 3 ( z) the set of nodes s, for which the subclasses Z 
We now pass on to the boundary states. We shall limit ourselves to consideration of boundary states z for which x si = 0 only for a pair (s, i). The case when some elaborated service lengths are equal to zero simultaneously can be studied in a similar way. Moreover for nodes s of the type 3 we consider only such states for which x s1 = 0, because for nodes of these types in the case x si = 0, i > 1, the system of equilibrium equations is composed in the same way as for inner states.
Let z be a boundary state, i.e. such a state that x si = 0 for some s ∈ M \ M 0 and i. We assign each state to one of 3 types in accordance with the following rule.
Let n si = 1. Then a state z is associated to the first type of boundary states. It is clear that a transition to a boundary state z of the first type is realized owing to a new customer arrival at the network, where he is placed at the ith position at an sth (non-exponential) node.
If n si > 1 and r s,i,nsi−1 = s ∈ M 0 , then a state z is associated to the second type of boundary states. A transition to a boundary state z of the second type is realized owing to the arrival at the ith place at an sth (non-exponential) node of customer which has been served earlier at an exponential node.
Finally, if n si > 1 and r s,i,nsi−1 = s ∈ M \ M 0 a state z is associated to the third type of boundary states. A transition to a boundary state z of the third type is realized owing to the arrival at the ith place in sth (non-exponential) node of a customer who has been served earlier at a non-exponential node.
As it has been made earlier for an inner state, for a boundary state z we define a setZ( z) of preceding states.
For 
It can be shown that a direct substitution of formulae (13)- (18) into the systems of equations (23) and (24) leads to systems of identities. The proof of theorem is completed by verification of the fact that the function p( z) satisfies the normalization condition.
